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Starting at:
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Premium Applies + GST (total 25.3%)
Estimate

Lot

Lot

Estimate

1

Malcom Beattie Oil on canvas,
Portsea beach scene signed
lower right approx 76x100cm

800-1500

14

18ct white gold diamond stud
earrings featuring 2 round black
diamonds 2.0ct in total weight

2

Malcom Beattie Oil on Canvas,
Brighton beach hut scene
signed lower right, approx
76x100cm

500-800

15

3

A good Black laquered oriental
and gilded 6 panel wooden
screen, approx 183x240cm

500-1200

1800-2500
18ct white gold diamind
pendant feautring a 1.5ct black
diamond and 0.1ct in diamonds,
SI clarity and G colour. pendant
hangs on 18ct white gold chain,
both total 6.78 grams.

16

4

Green laquered wooden
oriental 2 drawer 3 tier cabinet
with brass fittings, approx
185(h)x50(w)x35(d) cm

250-450

5

Victorian flame mahogany
marble topped barley twist toilet
mirror, approx
73(h)x86(w)x28(d)cm

150-250

18ct white gold and tourmaline
pendant feautring 0.8ct centre
pear shaped tourmaline, pink in
colour. Surrounded by 20
diamonds totalling 0.25ct in
weight, SI clarity and F colour.
Pendant is 2.05 grams in total
weight.

17

6

Victorian cedar 3 drawer 3 door
carved back chiffonier, approx
140(h)x165(w)x56(d)cm

500-800

7

Pair of unusual French styled 3
branch glass vase with cast
metal base

500-900

2000-2500
18ct white gold diamond and
cultured tahitian pearls, metallic
purple/green/grey in colour with
very good lustre. Also feautring
0.56ct in diamonds SI/P1 colour
and G colour. Totalling 10.60
grams in weight.

18

gorgeous 18ct white gold and
tourmaline earrings, featuring 2
pear cut tourmalines, 1.5ct in
weight purple/pink in colour.
Also feautring 0.4ct in
diamonds, SI clarity and F
colour. Earrings total 4.73
grams in weight.

1800-3000

19

stunning cultured South Sea
Pearl necklace featuring 29
pearls, bluish/white in colour
with very good lustre. Including
sterling silver clasp, necklace
totals 58.80 grams in weight.

2000-3500

20

1500-2500
18ct white gold diamond and
Cultured Tahitian Pearl pendant
with very good lustre. Feautring
0.5ct in diamonds, SI clarity and
G/H colour. Pendant weighs
4.68 grams.

80-160

8

Bag of brand new golf clubs

9

Large gold framed water colour
on silk Ancestory portrait
approx 190x120cm

300-800

10

Art Nouveau bkackwood mirror
backed hall stand approx
250(h)x180(w)x48(d)cm

400-800

11

Edwardian mahogany inlaid 3
door book case approx
182(h)x163(w)x60(d)cm

200-600

12

Pair of French styled walnut
and kingwood inlaid 2 drawer
bed side cabinets ormolu
mounted, approx
75(h)x60(w)x46(d)cm

450-800

Victorian Walut marble topped
center table approx
82(h)x80(dia)cm

200-400

13
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1500-2000

1500-2200

Estimate

Lot

700-1300

21

Dixon Copes (1914-2002)
Hauling Timber, oil on canvas,
74x100cm, signed lower right

22

Joseph Zbukvic ( Born 1952)
Trackwork watercolour,
53x74cm, signed lower right

3500-4500

23

Bill Coleman (1922-1993)
Reclining Nude, oil on board,
46x61cm

2600-3500

24

Pro Hart (1928 - 2006) Farmer 7000-12000
by Tree ,oil on board, 60x90cm,
signed lower right

25

Pro Hart (1928 - 2006) Picnic
Meeting, oil on board,
61x80cm, signed lower right

13000-16000

26

Early Chinese bonze lidded
incense burner with double
handles and rosewood stand,
approx 13(h)x11(w)x8(d)cm

880-1500

27

A carved celadon style dish on
rosewood stand approx
6(h)x17.5(dia)cm

400-650

28

Oriental coloured glass pendant

200-400

29

Pair of Oriental and coloured
porcelain cabinet plates approx
24cm dia

150-250

30

Antique hand carved sitting
quan yin approx 25(h)x10(w)cm

400-600

31

Early Chinese Jadite, Lapis and
crystal long necklace in box
approx 1.6m long

500-800

32

Early Chinese bronze sitting
Quan Yin approx 25(h)x20(w)

300-400

33

Oriental water colour scroll

100-200

34

Oriental water colour scroll

100-200

35

Oriental water colour scroll

100-200

36

Oriental water colour scroll

100-200

37

Lake Cooper Well Bin 1962
Shiraz 6 bottles

150-250

38

Lake Cooper Well Bin 1717
Cabernet Shiraz 12 bottles

150-250

39

Lake Cooper Well Reserve
Pinot Nior 6 bottles

250-450

40

Lake Cooper Well Bin 1989
Cabernet Sauvignon 6 bottles

200-400

Lot

Estimate
2700-3500

41

18ct yellow gold dress ring with
a crossover design. The ring is
set with a cultured pearl
approximately 11.5mm. The
pearl has a very good lustre,
very good skin and light gold
colour. The ring is also set with
5 x approximately 2pt and 2 x
approximately 1pt modern
round brilliant cut diamonds.
Finger size is P. Total weight of
the piece is 10.4 grams.

42

3700-4500
Platinum dress ring with a
crossover design on the
shoulders. The ring is claw set
with a central baguette cut
green tourmaline approximately
2.25cts and claw set on the
shoulders with 2 x
approximately 3pt and 8 x
approximately 2pt modern
brilliant cut diamonds. The ring
is also micro claw set with 2 x
approximately 4pt round brilliant
cut emeralds and channel set
on the top of shoulders with 10
x approximately 2pt square
baguette cut emeralds. Total
weight of the piece is 6.3
grams. Finger size is N and a
half.

43

3800-5500
18ct pink gold dress ring claw
set with a central oval mixed cut
white opal approximately
10.0cts. (Gemmological
Association of Australia
nomenclature type 1, colour
type N8). The opal is
surrounded by en cabochon cut
garnets and round brilliant cut
garnets, en cabochon cut
Ceylonese type blue sapphire
and round brilliant cut
Ceylonese type blue sapphire,
pink sapphire, yellow sapphire,
demantoid garnet and radiant
cut diamond. Total weight of the
piece is 13.2 grams. Finger size
is K and a half.

44

Platinum modern half hoop
dress ring claw set with 3 x
approximately 1ct emerald cut
emeralds and claw set with 6 x
approximately 1pt modern
round brilliant cut diamonds.
Total weight of the piece is 6.5
grams. Finger size is L and a
half.
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3500-5800

Estimate

Lot
45

Platinum modern cluster style
dress ring claw set with a free
formed solid white opal
approximately 1.5cts
(Gemmological Association of
Australia nomenclature type 1,
colour type N 7). The opal is
surrounded by 32 x 1pt modern
round brilliant cut diamonds.
Total weight of the piece is 7.9
grams. Finger size is L and a
half.

3600-4500

Lot

Estimate

55

4500-5500
Platinum 950 Emerald and
Diamond halo pendant featuring
centre, emerald cut bright green
Columbian Emerald (10.10ct,
moderate inclusions), claw set
in yellow gold, with 26 round
brilliant cut Diamonds (1.01ct
TDW, colour G/H, clarity SIP1), grain set.

56

Platinum Emerald and Diamond 8000-12000
stud earrings featuring, 2
emerald cut, bright green
Columbian Emeralds (7.96ct
TSW), claw set, with 44 round
brilliant cut Diamonds (0.70ct
TDW, Colour G-H, Clarity SI),
bead set.

57

A Chinese Shoushan
(Soapstone) Russet Sculpture
Of a Mountain Village,
Intricately Carved depicting
Houses Trees, resting on a
carved Russet Soapstone
Base H L D

46

Pair of 19th Century Japanese
sand stone, superbly carved
Temple dogs

600-900

47

French walnut upholstry hand
carved 2 seater and 2 single

200-400

48

Mother & Cupid Bronze approx
80(h)x24(w)cm

3000-4500

49

Mother & Child Large Bronze
approx 62(h)x27(w)cm

3500-4500

50

Clodion Terracotta approx
47(h)x26(w)

2000-3500

51

Platinum Zambian Emerald and 16000-20000
Diamond bracelet featuring, 12
mixed cut (pear, oval and
emerald), medium-dark green
Zambian Emeralds (37.08ct
TSW), claw set with yellow
gold, with 234 round brilliant cut
Diamonds (3.75ct TDW, H-I,
SI2-I2), beads et. 18cm long.

58

David Boyd ,(1924 - 2011), King 1000-13000
Found, colour Lithograph, 51 x
58 cm,signed lower right
,No29/55

59

A Japanese Kabuto or Gilt
Dragon ChildsSamurai Helmet,
Resting on a Wooden Stand
and cased in a Black Lacquer
Box

Platinum Columbian Emerald
and Diamond pendant
featuring, oval cut, bright light
green Columbian Emerald
(11.72ct), 8-claw set with yellow
gold, with one round brilliant cut
Diamond (0.38ct, I, P2), double
4-claw set.

7000-9000

60

ALLAN BAKER,(1921 2004),The Elders,36 x 43 cm,
Mixed Media On Canvas
Board,Signed Lower Left

61

Persian Pure Silk Rug with Tree 1700-2300
Of Life Design,87 x 159 cm

62

53

Platinum Ruby and Diamond
drop earrings featuring, 6 oval
cut, dark pinkish red Rubies
(5.85ct TSW), 4-claw set, with
124 round brilliant cut
Diamonds (0.85ct TDW, H-I,
SI2-I2), bead set.

3000-4000

54

12000-16000
18ct White Gold Diamond
solitaire ring featuring, round
brilliant cut, Natural fancy light
yellow Diamond (4.22ct, P2), 4claw set. Size L ½.

Platinum claw set sapphire and 5500-7000
diamond ring centrally set with
one Ceylonese type blue
sapphire, 3.21cts. (8.2 x
7.2mm) and surrounded by 10 x
approx. 7pt. (2.5mm, VS-SI
clarity, F
colour diamonds) and 2 x pear
cut, approx. 20pt. (4mm x
3.5mm, SI clarity, F colour
diamonds. The ring has a
rounded shank which is 2.4mm
wide. Weight 7.5 grams.
RING SIZE ‘O’

52
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500-700

150-250

800-1100

Estimate

Lot
63

64

65

66

67

One pair of 18 karat white gold
articulated drop tanzanite and
diamond studs. Each earring
is claw set with 1 x approx.
3.2ct (8 x 8.2mm) trillion cut
tanzanite and 1 x approx. 10pt.
(3.5
x 2.5mm) pear shaped
diamond. Weight 4.1 grams.

5200-6500

One 18 karat white and yellow 8000-10500
gold modern dress ring claw set
with a central deep green
Zambian emerald 4.81cts.
(known weight) (13.31 x 7.97 x
5.86mm). The shoulders are
channel set with 4 x approx.
10pt. tapered baguette cut
diamonds and 8 x graduated
approx.
7pt – 3pt round brilliant cut
diamonds. Total diamond
weight is 1.0ct. The ring has a
rounded
shank 2.5mm wide. Weight. 5.6
grams. Accompanied by GSL
Laboratory report no. AA62584
RING SIZE ‘M ¼’
One 18 karat white gold cluster
pendant claw set in 18 karat
yellow gold with a central
mixed cut aquamarine 26.97cts
(19.20 x 17.17 x 12.84mm).
The aquamarine is surrounded
by 30 x approx. 5pt. (2.3mm),
approx. VS-SI clarity, F-G
colour round brilliant cut
diamonds.
Total diamond weight is
1.53cts. Dimensions of the
piece are 24 x 21.5 x 13.5mm.
Weight.
12.0 grams

7000-8500

One 18 karat white gold cluster
style diamond ring claw set in
yellow gold with one 28.23ct
(19.45 x 16.90 x 13.30mm)
emerald mixed cut aquamarine
by 46 x approx. 1pt. round
brilliant cut diamonds. The
shoulders are grain set with 28
x approx. 1pt. round brilliant cut
diamonds. Total diamond
weight is 0.96cts. The ring has
a low rounded shank 3.4mm
wide.
Weight. 12.7 grams.
RING SIZE ‘M ½’

8000-9500

18ct Yellow gold emerald and
diamond neck piece, 22ct
Center emerald surrounded by
diamonds and emeralds.

6800-7500

Lot

Estimate
4800-5800

68

14ct yellow gold bracelet with
526 diamonds.

69

14ct yellow gold ring with center 1200-1500
kunzite surrounded by diamonds

70

Kashmir Pashmina shawl, silk
on wool approx 60x185cm

71

italian made 18ct yellow and
white gold necklace. Weighs
23.48 grams.

72

6000-7500
gorgeous 18ct white gold and
emerald bangle featuring centre
emerald stone 1.60ct.
Sourrounded by an additional
2.00ct in diamonds. XFR tested
at being 75% gold.

73

Autore 18ct white gold pearl
and diamond earrings featuring
2 round Cultured South Sea
pearls, silver/white in colour,
with very good lustre. Also
featuring 0.1ct in diamonds SI1
clarity and F colour. Weighs
10.60grams total weight.

5000-6500

74

18ct yellow gold and diamond
hinged bagle featuring 2.00ct in
diamonds, SI1 calrity and G
colour. 15.55 grams in weight
and 57mm in diameter.

5200-6200

75

12000-14000
handmade 18ct white gold
diamond ring feautring centre
princess diamond, 1.02ct in
weight, SI2 in clairty, D colour
as per GIA report 15755451.
also feautring 0.64ct of
diamonds in shoulders of ring,
SI1 clarity and F colour. Ring is
4.16 grams, Finger size J.
valued at $21 800.
handmade 18ct white gold
diamond ring with 9 round
brilliant diamonds, 0.72ct in
weight Si1 clarity and F in
colour. ring is 3.44 grams in
weight and finger size J.

76

Platinum modern cluster style
ring claw set with a central oval
brilliant cut aquamarine
approximately 1.5cts and claw
set with 6 x approximately 1pt
modern round brilliant cut
diamonds on the top of the
shoulders. Total weight of the
piece is 5.5 grams. Finger size
is L and a half.
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300-450
2600-3200

2800-3800

Estimate

Lot
77

78

79

80

Platinum modern dress ring
claw set with an elongated
mixed cut pink tourmaline
approximately 3cts and grain
set on the shoulders with 6 x
approximately 1pt modern
round brilliant cut diamonds.
Total weight of the piece is 7.4
grams. Finger size is N.

3700-4500

2600-3500
Platinum modern cluster style
ring claw set with a central oval
brilliant cut aquamarine
approximately 2cts and claw set
with 4 x approximately 1pt
modern round brilliant cut
diamonds on the top of the
shoulders. Total weight of the
piece is 5.5 grams. Finger size
is L.

Platinum modern dress ring
claw set with a central oval en
cabochon cut solid black opal
approximately 1.9cts
(Gemmological Association of
Australia nomenclature type 1,
colour type N 3). The shoulders
are grain set with 6 x
approximately 1pt modern
round brilliant cut diamonds.
Total weight of the piece is 7.4
grams. Finger size is N.

Lot

81

Large bronze incense burner
with Xuande mark approx
10(h)x14(w)cm

300-500

82

Natural white jade stone with
bronze skin

80-150

83

Oriental handpainted porcelain
tea cup with Yongzhen mark on
wooden stand approx
8cm(h)x7(dia)cm

350-450

84

Brass incense burner approx
12(h)x13(dia)cm

400-500

85

Hand painted porcelain brush
washer

120-200

86

White hand carved jade vase

400-600

87

Jeffrey Makin ( Born 1945) McKenzie Falls, oil on canvas,
122x84cm, signed lower right

1300-1800

88

John Borrack (Born 1933)
Country Town, watercolour,
43x101cm, signed lower right

89

David Boyd ( 1924-2011)
Playing by the stream, oil on
board, signed lower left

90

Bill Coleman (1922-1993) Lady,
oil on board, 48x12cm

91

Sidney Nolan (1917-1992)
Rimbaud & Velaine, Crayon,
56x37cm, signed lower right

2000-3000

92

Sidney Nolan (1917-1992) After
Berlini, Crayon, 56x37cm,
signed lower right

1800-2500

93

Early victorian hand painted
Royal Worcester nude figurine
of lady in good condition,
approx 63(h)x35(w)x28(d)cm

5500-6500

94

17th Century ebony and bronze
boulle mantle clock with
bracket, Clock is approx
66(h)x31(w), bracket is
26(h)x36(w), Total height 92cm

6800-7800

95

Sevres Bronze & Porcelain Urn
approx 36(h)x12(d)cm

1000-1500

96

Sevres Bronze & Porcelain Urn
approx 46(h)x17(w)x14(d)cm

1200-2000

97

Nouveau Bronze & Porcelain
Urn approx
52(h)x25(w)x18(d)cm

1400-2200

98

Large Sevres Centre piece,
approx 44(h)x34(w)cm

1500-2200

99

Antique Edwardian c1910's
15ct Gold cameo and 1.2ct
diamon bracelet with valuation

4500-6000

100

Impressive 2ct cluster diamond
and 18k two-tone gold ring by
Raima, Italy

4000-6000

101

Panther sitting on lapis lazuli
stone pendant with yellow
sapphires, black diamonds and
green garnet, with valuation

4500-6000

102

Stunning 18ct white gold ring 11500-13500
with pear cut 17.96ct Tanzanite
surrounded by 30 diamonds
with valuation

103

18ct white gold ring with 3.28ct
oval cut blue sapphire
surounded by 18 diamonds with
valuation

4800-5500

Platinum modern dress ring set 3700-4700
with a free formed elongated
pentagonal shaped solid
Mexican fire opal approximately
4cts. with a chevron over the
top. The chevron is pave' set
with 9 x approximately 0.005pt
modern round brilliant cut
diamonds. Total weight of the
piece is 12.3 grams. Finger size
is M.

Estimate

2000-2500
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20000-25000

500-700

2800-3800

Estimate

Lot
104

105

106

107

Platinum claw set sapphire and 10000-12000
diamond ring centrally set with
one Ceylonese type blue
sapphire, 5.69cts (10.42 x 7.46
x 7.47mm) and surrounded by
16 approx. 5pt. approx. VS
clarity, F, colour. The ring has a
rounded tapered shank 2.6mm
to a point. Weight. 11.1
grams.
RING SIZE ‘N ½’
3500-4800
One 18 karat white gold ring
claw set with a central mixed
cut aquamarine 6.66cts (11.03 x
10.15 x 8.84mm) and grain set
in the underbezel with 22 x
approx. 0.005pt modern round
brilliant cut diamonds and
shoulders with 14 x approx.
1.5pt (approx. VS clarity and
colour H)
round brilliant cut diamonds.
Total diamond weight is
0.55cts. The ring has a rounded
shank
2.2mm wide. Weight: 5.6 grams.
RING SIZE ‘M ½’
4000-5500
One 18 karat white gold claw
set cluster style ring claw set in
yellow gold with a central oval
mixed cut aquamarine 5.45cts,
12.64 x 9.60 x 7.84mm)
surrounded by 16 x approx. 5pt.
(2.3mm) approx. clarity VS-SI
and colour H, round brilliant cut
diamonds. The ring has a
rounded tapered shank 2.7 to
2.2mm. Weight. 7.7 grams
RING SIZE ‘M ½’

One 18 karat white gold cluster 4200-5300
style claw set in yellow gold with
a central oval mixed cut
morganite 8.40cts (16.11 x
12.05 x 7.71mm) surrounded by
30 x grain set approx. 2pt. round
brilliant cut diamonds. The
shoulders are grain set with 12
x approx. 1pt modern round
brilliant cut diamonds, approx.
clarity VS-SI and colour H. Total
diamond weight. 71pts. The
ring has a rounded shank
2.2mm wide. Weight: 7.4 grams.
RING SIZE ‘M ½’

108

Rare white jade scholar rock on
stand approx rock size
12(h)x10(w)cm

500-600

109

Hand carved red laqured snuff
bottle

100-200

110

Green jade finger ring in box

200-350

Lot

Estimate

111

White jade carved finger ring in
metal box

300-400

112

Pair of white jade teacups in box

250-350

113

White and green jadite pendant

100-200

114

18ct white gold diamond ring
approx 0.45ct center diamond
VS in clarity and G/H in colour,
with valuation

800-1200

115

Large oriental brone and gilded
sitting Quan Yin approx
40(h)x27(w)x20(d)cm

500-700

116

A good light green jade hand
carved ruyi scepter on wooden
stand approx 25cm long

1000-1500

117

Pair of green jadite snuff bottles
with coral lids

600-750

118

Early chinese porcelain hand
painted dragon patterned tea
cup with Yongzhen mark and
wooden stand

350-500

119

Early good qualiy chinese
bronze incense burner with lion
handles on wooden stand
Xuande stamp approx
8(h)x18(w)cm

500-700

120

Red lauqered snuff bottle in box

120-200

121

18ct white gold diamond ring, 40000-60000
feautring centre brilliant
diamond, 1.29ct in weight VS2
clarity, Fancy pink colour . Also
featuring 1.00 in diamonds set
around centre stone, SI clarity
and F colour. Ring is 8.17
grams in weight and finger size
P.

122

18ct white gold sapphire and
diamond earrings feautring two
oval cut sapphires, 3.00ct in
weight and deep dark blue in
colour. Also featuring 0.30ct in
weight, SI clarity and G colour.
Earings are 3.71grams in
weight.

5000-6000

123

18ct yellow gold ring featuring
centre trilliant cut diamond,
0.5ct SI clarity, blue colour.
0.7ct of diamonds set around
centre stone, SI calrity, G
colour. Ring weighs 5.35 grams
and is a finger size L ½.

3500-4500

124

stunning 18ct white and rose
gold diamond ring with 0.5ct in
diamonds, P1 clarity and G
colour. Ring weighs 8.80grams
and finger size O ½.

1500-2500
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Estimate

Lot
125

126

127

128

10000-13000
handmade 18ct white gold
diamond pendant feautring
centre stone, 1.00ct in weight,
SI1 claritt and D colour.
Surrounded by 34 diamonds,
0.55ct in weight and VS clarity,
F colour. Pendant hangs on
18ct white gold chain. Both
weigh 6.57 grams combined.

gorgeous 18ct yellow gold
diamond and ruby pendant
featuring cabachon ruby, 4.02ct
in weight, dark red colour.
Surrounded by 32 diamonds,
0.84ct total, VS clarity, G
colour. Pendant hangs on 9ct
yellow gold snake chain.
Combined weight of pendant
and chain is 15.05 grams.

Limited edition Van cleefe arpel 22000-27000
rose gold charm watch , 18ct
rose gold set with a malachite
dial and diamond bezel
9500-12000
18ct white gold diamond
pendant, feuatring centre pear
cut diamond, 1.01ct, SI calrity,
D colour. Surrounded by 0.25ct
of diamonds in pendant, SI
clarity, F colour. Pendant hangs
on 18ct white gold chain with
0.2ct in diamonds, SI clarity F
colour. combined weight is
6.55grams.

129

Andris Jansons (born 1939)
Boat Scene, Oil on board,
29x39cm, signed lower left

130

Leonard Long (1911-2013)
Sheep by River , oil on board,
60x29cm, signed lower left

131

5000-6500

1400-1800

Hugh Sawrey ( 1919-1999) Self 9000-11000
Portrait Painting in Outback, oil
on board,50x60cm, signed
lower right
1500-2000

Pro Hart (1928 - 2006) Working
the Mine, oil on board,
29x30cm, signed lower right

3000-4000

134

Leonard Long (19112013)Cattle Town, oil on board,
35x45cm, signed lower right &
dated '1952

1200-2000

135

Pro Hart (1928 - 2006) Blue
Landscape, oil on board,
20x20cm, signed lower right

1800-2200

133

Estimate

136

18ct white gold ring with 4.3ct
cushion cut tanzanite
surounded by 30 diamonds with
valuation

2500-3500

137

18ct Yellow gold ring with
brilliant cut 0.88ct cognac
coloured diamond and 4
shoulder diamonds with
valuation

1600-2300

138

18ct yellow gold earrings with
Australian semi black opal, with
valuation

1800-2200

139

Egyptian wooden Mummy mask 5000-6500
circa 664-525 B.C approx
29(h)x27.5(w)cm

140

An elegant New Kingdom
decorated terracotta ushabti of
Djehoutymes circa 1200-1070
C.C. approx 17(h)cm

2500-3500

141

Leon Hanson,(1918 - 2011).
Seascape ,Near Mt Macquarie
NSW, 45 x 37cm Oil On
Board,Signed Lower Left

400-600

142

Satsuma,Late Meiji,Thousand
Flowers Design Porcelain Bowl,
D 9cm, Signed To Base With
Chop Mark

200-300

143

Dale Marsh,(Born 1940)Grazing
In The Sun, 39.5 x 49.5 Cm, Oil
On Canvas ,Signed Lower
Right and Dated 1974

500-700

144

Werner Hertzog ( German,Born
1940), Grazing On The
Hillside,39.5 x 49.5 Cm,Oil On
Canvas,Signed Lower Right

100-150

145

An Embossed Copper wall
plaque depicting a 'Tribal
Woman' 63x42cm

150-250

146

South sea pearl necklace

147

Early oriental blue and white
food bowl

148

Hand painted royal yellow and
gold oriental porcelain rice bowl

149

Early Chinese blue and white
mini teacup with Kangxi mark

150

Oriental porcelain hand painted
tea caddy

151

French styled walnut inlaid
vitrine approx
180(h)x70(w)x40(d)cm

300-500

152

Mahogany upholstered piano
stool approx
55(h)x125(w)x50(d)cm

100-250

153

Large French styled gold
framed wall mirror approx
235(h)x182(w)cm

400-800

800-1300

Pro Hart (1928 - 2006)
Windlass, gouache, 20x25cm,
signed lower right & dated '82
lower left

132

Lot
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3000-5000
100-150

50-100
100-200
50-80

Estimate

Lot
154

Mahogany 4 door cocktail
cabinet approx
186(h)x102(w)x50(d)cm

150-350

155

Pair of gold framed French style
wall mirror 160(h)x60(w)cm
each

200-400

156

French Lalique Rooster in
perfect condition approx
20(h)x12(w)x8(d)cm

500-700

157

French Lalique sitting cat
figurine in mint condition approx
21(h)x16(w)x10(d)cm

700-900

158

French Lalique crystal centre
bowl with sparrows and flowers
approx 9(h)x23(dia)cm

800-1200

159

Sue Nagel, Horse riders lunch
ountry scene oil on canvas
signed lower left, approx
47x92cm

1100-1500

160

Tasmanian oak Jack bean style
lead light single door display
cabinet approx
115(h)x100(w)x40(d)cm

400-600

161

18ct yellow gold ring claw set
with a central emerald cut
green tourmaline approximately
5cts. The shoulders are grain
set with 12 x approximately 1pt
modern round brilliant cut
diamonds. Total weight of the
piece is 8.1 grams. Finger size

2800-3500

162

Platinum modern dress ring
claw set with a central oval
mixed cut green tourmaline
approximately 3.7cts. The
shoulders have an open lattice
design grain set with 2 x
approximately 2pt and 14 x
approximately 1pt modern
round brilliant cut diamonds.
Total weight of the piece is 7.4
grams. Finger size is K and a
half.

3000-4000

163

Platinum modern dress ring
claw set with a central oval
brilliant cut Paraiba type
tourmaline approximately
2.8cts. The shoulders are grain
set with 10 x approximately 1pt
modern round brilliant cut
diamonds. Total weight of the
piece is 5.4 grams. Finger size
N.

4700-5500

Lot

Estimate

164

Platinum modern organically
triangular shaped pendant rub
set with a solid boulder opal
approximately 12.0cts and claw
set with 1 x approximately 2pt
and 6 x approximately 1pt
modern round brilliant cut
diamonds. Total weight of the
piece is 14 grams.

5800-6800

165

Platinum modern dress ring
claw set with a central oval
mixed cut aquamarine
approximately 6.5cts and claw
set on top of the shoulders with
2 x approximately 2pt and 4 x
approximately 1pt modern
round brilliant cut diamonds.
Total weight of the piece is 8.2
grams. Finger size is O and a
half.

3500-5000

166

Platinum modern crossover
style dress ring claw set with a
central tear drop en cabochon
cut solid semi black opal
approximately 2cts. and claw
set with 2 x approximately 5pt
modern round brilliant cut
diamonds. Total weight of the
piece is 9.0 grams. Finger size
is L.

2800-3500

167

3700-4500
Platinum modern cluster style
dress ring claw set with a
central oval en cabochon cut
solid black opal approximately
75pts, (Gemmological
Association of Australia
nomenclature type 1, colour
type N 2). The opal is
surrounded by 12 x
approximately 3pt round brilliant
cut diamonds and channel set
on the shoulders with 6 x
approximately 3pt tapered
baguette cut diamonds. Total
weight of the piece is 5.5
grams. Finger size is K.

168

Platinum modern dress ring
claw set with 1 x approximately
2.5ct elongated emerald cut
tourmaline and hammer set on
the shoulders with 6 x
approximately 2pt modern
round brilliant cut diamonds.
Total weight of the piece is 9.1
grams. Finger size is N.

3000-3800

169

Mahogany 9 drawer Wellington
chest approx
120(h)x57(w)x43(d)cm

700-800
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Estimate

Lot

1600-2200

170

Leonard Long (1911-2013)
Sheep in Landscape, oil on
board, 40x49cm, signed &
dated '72 lower left

171

Hugh Sawrey ( 1919-1999) The 8500-11000
Fishermen, oil on canvas
,50x60cm, signed lower right

172

Pro Hart (1928 - 2006)
Dragonfly & Ants, oil on glass,
54x65cm signed lower right &
lower left

4500-5500

173

18ct white gold diamond ring.
Featuring 1.50ct in diamonds,
SI clarity and G colour. Ring is
size T and weighs 12.63 grams

2800-3200

handmade 18ct yellow gold
brooch, featuring centre opal
stone, 5.0mm. Surrounded by
32 gorgeous deep vivid rubies,
0.70ct in weight. Also featuring
0.40ct in diamonds, VS clarity,
G colour and an additional
0.03ct in deep green emeralds.
Brooch weighs a total of
7.05grams.

3000-3500

175

handmade 18ct white gold
diamond ring featuring gorgous
deep red centre stone ruby,
1.00ct in weight. Surrounded by
18 diamonds, 0.30ct, SI clarity
and G colour. Ring is 7.22
grams in weight and finger size
P ½.

2800-3300

176

18ct yellow gold diamond tennis 5500-6500
bracelet, feautring 58
diamonds, 2.90ct in weight, SI1
clarity, H colour. Bracelet is
18cm long and weighs 14.59
grams.

177

18ct white gold hand
assembled ring with centre
faceted green amethyst stone.
Surrounded by 0.35ct in
diamonds, SI1 clarity, G colour.
Ring is finger size M and
weighs 8.45 grams.

174

Lot
181

Alvaro Castagnet (Born1954)
watercolour 'Grazing in Apollo
Bay,46x70cm Signed lower right

900-1100

182

14ct Yellow Gold Emerald and
Diamond double halo ring
featuring centre, pear cut,
medium-dark green Emerald
(1.43ct, moderate-heavy
inclusions), claw set, with 59
round brilliant cut Diamonds
(0.69ct TDW, Colour G-I,
Clarity SI-P2), bead set. Finger
size M. Comes with valuation.

1400-2000

183

14ct Rose Gold Zambian
Emerald and Diamond ring
featuring centre, oval faceted
strong dark green Emerald
(8.30ct, moderate inclusions),
claw set, with 54 round brilliant
cut Diamonds (0.62ct TDW,
colour G/H, clarity SI-P2), bead
set. Comes with valuation.

1800-3000

184

14ct White Gold Ruby and
Diamond tennis bracelet
featuring centre, 16 oval cut
dark red Rubies (11.70ct TSW,
moderate inclusions), with 42
round brilliant cut Diamonds
(1.20ct TDW, clarity P3, colour
H-J). Bracelet has a spring
clasp and two figure eight
safety clips, total item weight
15.5 grams. Comes with
valuation.

5000-7000

185

Platinum Ruby and Diamond 26000-33000
necklace featuring centre, 27
oval cut medium-dark reddish
pink Rubies (52.23ct TSW),
claw set, with 529 round brilliant
cut Diamonds (13.05ct TDW,
colour G/H, clarity SI-P1). The
necklace has a spring clasp
and safety bar, total item
weight= 73.2 grams. Comes
with valuation.

186

Platinum Ruby and Diamond 12000-16000
tennis bracelet featuring centre,
11 oval cut, dark reddish pink
Rubies (37.40ct TSW, heavy
natural inclusions), 4 claw set,
with 284 round brilliant cut
Diamonds (2.58ct TDW, colour
H-J, clarity SI-P2), bead
set.The bracelet has a spring
clasp and safety bar. Comes
with valuation.

2500-3000

178

2700-3100
18ct white gold diamond ring
with a dark blue sapphire centre
stone, oval cut, 2.20ct, and
0.30ct of diamonds, SI clarity
and G colour. Ring is 4.78
grams, finger size L ½.

179

Set of 4 antique black and white
prints in oak frames (biggest
57x48cm) (one glass missing)

150-250

180

Tattinger Champagne Poster
c1979,98x69cm depicting
Grace Kelly behind a glass

300-350

Estimate
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Estimate

Lot
187

188

189

14ct White Gold Emerald and
Diamond ring featuring centre,
emerald cut, medium dark
green Emerald (5.28ct), 4-claw
set, with 2 round brilliant cut
Diamonds (0.48ct TDW, G-H,
SI1-SI2), 4-claw set. Comes
with valuation.

1000-1500

14ct Yellow Gold Emerald and
Diamond halo ring featuring
centre, emerald cut, medium
dark green Emerald (4.67ct),
double 4-claw set, with 28
round brilliant cut Diamonds
(0.61ct TDW, G-H, SI1-I1),
shared claw set and bezel set.
Comes with valuation.

1500-2000

1600-2300
14ct Rose Gold Aquamarine
and Diamond halo ring featuring
centre, oval cut, light greyishblue Aquamarine (8.18ct), 4claw set, with 16 round brilliant
cut Diamonds (1.35ct TDW, GH, SI1-I2), shared claw set.
Comes with valuation.

Lot
201

Sydney Nolan painting signed

6000-6800

202

Dorothy Napangardi 120 x 60
small black white

3000-3500

203

Dorothy Napangardi large
painting framed signed with
photo

12000-16000

204

Book of collectable Chinese
coins

900-1100

205

Green and white jade carved
decrorative figurine

200-300

206

Large black stone carved inkwell

500-800

207

Royal yellow and green dragon
patterend porcelain lidded
ginger jar

208

Pair of oriental dragon
patterned porcelain vases

209

20000-30000
Platinum 950 Tanzanite and
Diamond halo tennis necklace
featuring centre, 30 pear,
cushion, and oval cut, medium dark violet blue Tanzanites
(95.31ct TSW, moderate to
heavy inclusions), claw set, with
624 round brilliant cut
Diamonds (14.24ct TSW,
colour G/H, clarity SI-P2), claw
set. The necklace is 54cm long,
with a spring tongue clasp and
safety lock bar. 92.68 grams.
Comes with valuation.

210

14ct Yellow Gold Emerald and
Diamond ring featuring centre,
oval cut Emerald (7.30ct), 4claw set, with 16 round brilliant
cut Diamonds (1.09ct TDW),
millgrain bezel set. Comes with
valuation.

211

1800-2200
0.39ct Diamond, round brilliant
cut, Natural Fancy Light Pink,
I1, loose, unset. Comes sealed
with GIL Report#
DIN202007317279. Comes with
valuation.

212

14ct Yellow Gold Lightning
Ridge Opal intricate pattern
gents ring featuring, oval
cabochon cut, solid black
Lightning Ridge Opal (15.45ct),
with strong colour play of blue
and green. Total item weight is
21.93 grams. Ring size S ½.
Comes with valuation.

213

Louis Vuitton Hanging Toiletry
Kit Cosmetic Travel Bag
Damier Graphite. Authenticity
Unknown. No paperwork.

3500-4000

190

A late period wooden archaic
hawk circa 664-525 B.C.
approx 13(h)x7(w)x23(l)cm

191

Collectable Tiffany playing
cards and pocket knife

120-200

192

French mantle jewelery box

350-500

193

An extremely rare 18th century
Russian bronze inlay icon.
Size: 15 x 12.5 cm

194

1100-1500
An extremely rare Russian
bronze inlay icon of the Crucifix.
Icon has writing from the Bible
engraved on the back. Size is
17.2 x 9.5 cm

195

An extremely rare 17th century
Russian painted wood icon
gilded in 24ct gold. Size is 25 x
19 cm

196

Very fancy antique French
styled gilded and beveled wall
miror approx 160(h)x80(w)cm

700-900

197

Walnut inlaid jewelery box with
one drawer approx
12(h)x35(w)x23(d)cm

150-250

198

Art deco styled venetian 3
drawer jewelery cabinet approx
19(h)x37(w)x20(d)cm

150-200

199

Pair of cast iron painted garden
flamingoes approx 73(h) and
57(h)

250-350

200

Fine walking stick with brass
telescope

150-200

900-1100

Estimate

1200-1400
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50-100

100-200

1500-2000

6500-8500

600-700

Estimate

Lot
214

Louis Vuitton Damier Azur
Canvas Galliera PM hand bag.
Authenticity Unknown. No
paperwork.

700-900

215

Large blue art glass vase
approx 42(h)x23(w)cm

100-150

216

Aluminium Elk figurine on
wooden base
approx50(h)x40(w)x16(d)cm

150-200

217

Large red art glass vase approx
33(h)x20(w)cm

218

Pair of cast iron double
handeled garden urns approx
32(h)x40(w)x30(d)cm

200-400

219

Art deco styled table lamp
approx 45(h)x18(w)cm

150-200

220

Art glass fish sculpture approx
23(h)x38(w)x13(d)cm

221

French style marble top
kingwood inlaid 3 drawer hall
cabinet approx
78(h)x58(w)x40(d)

222

Cast iron door stop Tin Tin

223

Early chinese jade hand carved
vase with double handles
approx 35(h)x18(w)

400-600

Walnut inlaid 2 tier wine trolley
approx 66(h)x74(w)x42(d)cm

550-650

225

Iron wood handcarved brush
pot on wooden stand

450-600

226

Oriental yellow soap stone seal

227

Blue and white porcelain bowl
on wooden stand with Xuande
seal

224

14000-18000
unique 18ct white gold and
emeralnd ring featuring 2
beautiful vivid green emerald
centre stones, 6.46ct in total
weight. Surrounded by 0.43ct of
diamonds. Ring is 7.95 grams
and finger size M.

235

rare Franck Muller long island 12500-15500
wrist watch, Swisse made from
solid 18ct rose gold, feautring
mother of pearl dial, and franck
muller crocodile strap with 18ct
buckle model number
925QZRELMOPD1R with
reference number 17.

236

4.42ct Rubelite ring set in 18ct
white gold with an additional
1.23ct of round brilliant cut
diamonds F colour VS clarity

237

10000-11000
18ct yellow gold bezel set
,featuring 39 round brilliant cut
diamondsbezel set 4ct G colour
Si clarity 16.21 grams 20cms in
length

238

Pair of oriental walnut hand
carved mini tea tables
40x40x40cm

50-80

239

Pair of oriental porcelain hand
painted tea cups

50-80

240

Large blue and white orietal
soup bowl Chenghua mark
approx 12(h)x30(dia)cm

400-600

480-550

241

Red coral beaded necklace

200-300

350-450

242

Jadite finger ring

150-180

243

White jade pendant

100-200

244

White carved jade pendant

100-200

245

Cizhou painted large display
dish approx 29cm dia

100-200

246

Red laquered dragon plate
approx 20cm dia

100-200

247

Oriental wooden hand carved
brush pot approx
14.5(h)x14(dia)cm

300-400

248

Dingyao white porcelain bowl

100-200

249

Coral red dragon patterend
porcelain tea cup Qianlong seal

100-200

250

Red coral fine beaded necklace

180-280

251

Pair of royal yellow andgreen
porcelain cups with chenghua
seal

200-300

252

Pair of famile rose rice bowls
approx 6(h)x15(dia)cm

253

Large Taxidermied male deer
head in good condition

80-150

50-150
400-600

50-80

Large silk rug approx
200x130cm

3000-4500

229

Silk rug approx 148x100cm

1600-2200

230

Silk rug approx 100x160cm

1000-1500

231

extravagant 18ct yellow and 17000-19000
white gold bangle embellished
with diamonds (2.98ct) and
rubies (4.26ct) and stunning
South Sea pearls. Bangle
weighs 53.85grams.

233

18ct white gold, diamond and
ruby ring featuring 1.15ct of
diamonds, and 3.00ct in red
rubies. Ring weighs
16.07grams and finger size M.
handmade opal pendant
feautring stunning Australian
boulder opal, set in 9ct yellow
gold. 1.18 grams in total weight.

Estimate

234

228

232

Lot

5000-6000

400-600
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3300-4300

1100-1300
400-700

Estimate

Lot
254

Large Taxidermied female deer
head in good condition

400-700

255

Brown leather upholstered
office chair on wheels

100-300

256

American oak 1920's Jackbean
style sideboard 3 drawer 2 door
approx 97(h)x150(w)x53(d)cm

257

French style American oak
single door display vitrine in
good condition approx
200(h)x70(w)x35(d)cm

258

French style kingwood inlaid
ormolu mounted 3 drawer
bureau 110(h)x70(w)x52(d)cm

259

260

French 19th Century bronze
cupid oy figurine table clock
with marble base approx
47(h)x46(w)x22(d)cm
Burgandy leather upholstered
wing backed chair in good
condition

100-200

273

French gilded and hand painted
double swan handle compote
approx 17(h)x31(w)x13(d)cm

400-600

600-800

274

European porcelain hand
painted gilded mother and child
lidded jewelery box approx
12(h)x28(w)x17(d)cm

380-480

600-1200

275

Solid Bronze Strong Men
approx 31(h)x62(w)x20(d)

600-900

276

Fabric upholstered 3 seater
couch in good condition

100-200

277

Pair of brass food warmers
approx 17(h)x31(w)x40(d)cm

200-250

278

Pair of large cast iron Japanese
teapots

400-500

279

Large Japanese cast iron and
lidded tea caddy

200-300

280

Mahogany leadlight 2 door
display cabinet approx
142(h)x106(w)x42(d)

500-600

281

Reproduction automatic gents
watch

100-300

282

Longines 18ct gold gents wrist
watch, triple calendar automatic
wih box

283

2200-3000
Longines gents watch
chronograph automatic with day
and date

284

Ivory elephant figurine with
buddha approx 32(h)cm

2000-2600

285

Ivory bird figurine approx
30(h)cm

2000-2500

286

Bronze sitting buddha statue
with wooden base

287

Antique silver sword from
Afganistan approx 107cm long

1500-2200

400-500

1200-2000

262

French gold framed oil on
canvas country scene with 3
cows in a dam approx 50x70cm

400-500

French gold framed oil on
canvas country scene herding
sheep approx 50x70cm

400-500

264

Georgian style framed wall
mirror approx 158x103cm

150-250

265

Qing dynasty rose wood framed
acrylic on glass kings birthday
approx 42x62cm
Set of 3 French 19th Century
Onyx clock set with pair of 4
branch candleabras

800-1000

French seres style bronze &
hand painted porcelain centre
bowl approx
11(h)x27(w)x15(d)cm

Victorian ebony and walnut
inlaid leather topped drop side
center table approx
73(h)x108(w)x108(w)cm

266

Estimate

272

261

263

Lot

900-1200

700-900

267

Large repoduction bronze Chen
dynasty style horse rider approx
29(h)x80(w)x35(d)cm

3000-5000

268

Malcom Beattie oil on canvas
brighton beach scene approx
122x92cm

1500-2500

269

Gold framed oil on canvas
country theme approx
59x120cm

270

Set of 3 gold framed tapastry's

271

French Lalique milk glass
perfume Bottle with 5 nude
ladies approx 15(h)x6(dia)cm

100-200

50-100
550-800
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7500-9500

500-700
1100-1500

